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PREFACE 

T HE completion of this book realises a long-cherished 
wish and intention the fulfi.hnent of which, owing to 

many reasons, has repeatedly been deferred. In various 
writings .on German life and institution~, now covering a 
period of just twenty-five years, I have touched upon 'isolated 
aspec~ of the subject of municipal government. Now, for the 
first time, I have the ·satisfaction of dealing with the subject 
systematically, and so of giving to it, as I trust, a treatment 
worthier of its importance. The actual work of writ~g has 
been spread over four years. · 

The book, as its title explains, is concerned solely with 
questions. of urban administration, yet without the limitation 
which th~ use of the word "municipal" might seem to 
suggest. The larger German cities and towns correspond for 
all practical purposes to the municipalities of. the United 
Kingdom, as the smaller Ge~an towns correspond to our 
urban districts ; hence it has appeared to me justifiable 
to consider convenience rather than strict historical and 
technical accuracy in the use of the terms " municipality .. 
and •• municipal," and to follow c<;>mmon wont in applying 
these terms to urban organisations, institutions, and activities 
generally, irrespective of the question of incorporation as 
understood in this country. 

On the ,subject of sources, a special remark needs to be 
made. This is not a book written from books, though German 
literature ~. of course, been freely used. A picture of German 
self-government derived merely from the study of laws and 
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- commentaries would be not only inadequate but misleading. 
A true picture must be drawn from the life, and whatever value 
this book may possess is due to the fact that it shows German 
municipal authorities as they actually are, and engaged in the 
practical day-to-day tasks of local administration. 

Several facts should emerge definitely and clearly from this 
story of the life and government of German towns if it has 
been told successfully. 

One is the far wider range of administrative powerS which 
the German towns possess and exercise as compared with the 
towns-even the large incorporated ci6~f -the United 
Kingdom. This fact is illustrated by almost every chapter, 
and need not be enlarged upon in this place, but municipal 
workers will find the fact itself, and still more jts explanation, 
deserving of more than passing thought. If 'it be true that 
the average English citizen has little idea 'of the degree to 
which the authorities which govern him are bound- fast in 
legal fetters, it must also be confessed that these authorities 
themselves show a strange disposition to accept their fate as 
natural and inevitable. In the development of its system of 
urban government Germany followed principles so elastic and 
so accommodating that its municipalities have been able to 
cope with their growing responsibilities with surprising ease 
and facility. - Impressed by the larger autonomy enjoyed by 
German towns, I have even dared to ask the question, whether 
in this country-the proverbial home of free institutions-we 
yet really understand what true self-government means? 
The reader must answer that question for-himself after weigh
ing the evidence offered for his guidance. 

Stress has also been laid on the important and almost 
dominant position occupied in German local government by 
the permanent official and expert. In emphasising its respect 
for systematic training and special-knowledge in that domain, 
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however, Germany is merely carrying out a principle which 
rules in every other department of its national life.. I am duly 
conscious of the fact that the setter forth of strange gods, that 
belong not to the national pantheon, is guilty of the worst kind 
of sacrilege. Yet I do not forget that an investigation which 
leads to no clear conclusions is like an uncompleted syllogism; 
it may affirm interesting propositions, but its main purpose is 
not fulfilled. Hence the candid avowal of my conviction that, 
while German municipalities can teach us little or nothing worth 
learning in regard to the electoral basis of local government 
or the constitution Jf the town councils, their institutions of 
the professional and salaried mayor and aldermen represent 
the highest and most efficient development of municipal 
organisation reached .in any country. 

Most Englishmen at heart prefer the worst ·of amateurs to 
the best of experts, and would rather be wrong with the one 
than right with the other. They will long persist in that 
preference, and will long cling to the honest belief that the 
country's greatness is based upon it. Frankly recognising, 
therefore, the impossibility of carrying ~ my readers with me 
on this question, I shall be satisfied if what is said in these 
pages should serve to secure for the German system of ad
ministration by trained officials greater consideration than it 
bas yet received. 

It would assuredl:y be unwise, even if it were possible, to 
imitate the German system in any indiscriminate and whole
sale fashion. Nevertlieless, many of tho~e readers whose 
opposition to that system is rooted in a stubborn prejudice 
against what is vaguely called "bureaucracy" may be re
assured if they remember that "bur~aucracy" means different 
things in different countries, and that bureaucratic abuses 
seldom threaten and can never prevail where there exist a 
wholesome public opinion and a vigorous public spirit. 
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Full recognition has also been ·given to the further fact 
that the German municipalities are confronted .with most, if 

· not all, of the problems of urban life which beset us to-day in 
this country, yet with the difference that upon· some of them 
they have been working longer and to more deliberate purpose, 
with the result that they are able to offer us much useful 
experience. If I specially mention here the taxation sys
tems, the land and town planning policies, the ·Social welfare 
schemes, and the educational activiti~ of the great munici
palities, it is because these various provinces of local adminis
tration best illustrate the large powers •and wide jurisdiction 
claimed by the governments of German town$. 

The writer of a book of this kind, necessitating inquiries 
in great number and variety in many quarters, is compelled, 
even against his will, to make a severe call upon the courtesy 
and forbearance of others. Without the assistance given
not for the first time-by German Mayors, Directors of 
Municipal Statistical Offices, and other public official~ and 
authorities, much of the statistical and other information 
contained in the following pages would have been inaccessible. 
Most gladly I record my indebtedness for all such valuable 
help, and also for a good deal of information, needed for 
comparative purposes, furniShed by the Town Clerks of many 
of the larger towns of England, Wales, and Scotland. Thanks 
are equally due to the friendly critics, most of them authorities 
upon special questions, by whom many of the chapters were 
read before they reached the publishers' hands. Amongst 
these I would mention-in Germany, Dr. Hugo Preuss, of 
Berlin, the historian of German municipal government; Dr. 
Otto Most, of Diisseldorf, a member of the Municipal Executive 
of that town and the head of its Statistical Office ; Herr Otto 
Miinsterberg, of Danzig, councillor of commerce and member 
of the Prussian Diet ; Dr. Hugo Marx, of Moabit, Berlin ; 
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Dr. Stiibben, of Berlin, the authority upon the housing ques
tion ; Herr J. Weydmann, head of the Poor Relief Board of 
Strassburg; Dr. F. Niichter. of Nuremberg; Herr Karl 
Mackensen-Rogers, of the Schoneberg (Berlin) municipal 
authority ; and the directors of the Central Office of the 
German Municipal Congress; and in England, Mr. H. G. 
Pritchard, the secretary of the Association of Municipal 
Corporations, and Mr. F. Stevens, clerk to the Urban District 
Council of Beckenham.. The debt due to my wife, for advice, 
help and encourag~ent, cannot be paid with thanks. 

NoTE.-In the conversion of German values the Mark has for convenience 
been taken in all cases as equivalent to the Shilling, though its value in 
exchange is in fact more than two per cent. less. 
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Pharmacies, mu11icipal, 253· 
Planning of towns, 141-16o, 445-447, 

476-483. 
Playgrouods for children, 204, 205. 
Police powers reserved by the State, 

22, 43-48, 437· 
Politics in town coun~. · pro

hibition of, 41. 
Poll taxes, lJI6.· 
Pooling of properties for the purpose 

of town planning, 1:52, 1'53· 478-
483. 

Poor-law systems compared., German 
and English, 34, 261, 278. . 

Poor man's lawyer, municipal, 307, 
308, 489, 490. . 

Poor relief, administration of, 34, 37, 
122, 26o-278. 

Population, ratio of municipal estate 
to, 125, 126; ratio of administra· 
tive areas to, 156, 157· 

Potsdam by-law relative to better
ment contributions, 474• 475· 

Powers of municipal authorities, 
administrative, 29-57, 81-u2, 
442-148. 

Preuss, Dr. H. (quoted), z, 4, 11, 93 
(note), 163, 437 (note). 

Privilege of officials in. relation to 
taxation, 379, 380, 

Profits from municipal estate, 132, 
133; from trading enterprises, 
217-224· 

Programme, municipal reform, 496-
499· 

Property owners, privilege of, 21, 25, 
54. 71--'13. 167. 428. 

ITo~(real)taxation,42,43•148-
ISO, 386--.Joz, 426-428, 473-475; 
property . transfer taxation, 392-
394· 

ITovincial Government, Diet, Conn· 
cil, II9-IZI, 364, 462-466. 

Prussia, municipal government in, 
13-27, 31-57. sa. 61-12z, 36g-434. 

Prussian Common Law, 12, 44, 1.53· 
Public health administration, 18g

zo7. 
Public health authorities, Imperial, 

State, and municipal, Igo-193· 
Public works, execution of, tigie 

versus contract, 254-256. 

Rating system, British, 367-369, 415, 
432, 448-452, 1 

) 

Real estate, local taxation of, 42, 43, 
148-15o, 386-402, 426-428 ; land 
and building taxes, 387-392 ; tax 
on sale of propeljl:y. 392-394 ; 
uneamM increment tax, 394-399 ; 
•• betterment " taxation, 148-1.9>, 
400, 401, 473-475· . . ]I 

Recreation grounds, public, 202~05.• 
Reform movements, modem, 436-

438, 496-499· 
Refuse remc;~val, zoo, 201. 
Relief works for the unemployed, 30 5-

307. 
Rent taxes,. 369, 415, 416. 
Revenue from communal estate. 

1]2-134· 
Ronne, L. von (quoted), IO (note), 14. 

Salaries of mayors, 103. 
Sanitation (public). See Health. 
Savings banks,· 247-250. 
Scavenging, zoo. , 
School dentists and dental clinics, 

294. 295· 
School doctors and school hygiene, 

34· 40, 293. 294· 
School for housewifery, 310. 

) 

Schools for commuoal government, 
us. rss. 

Schools, primary, 316-320, 326-328 : 
higher, 321, 322 ; continuation, 
322-324 ; technical, 324. 

Schon, Theodor, 17, 22. 
Seeley, J. R. (quoted), 10 (note), 13, 

435 (oote). · 
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Services in kind, 373• 
Sewerage, 197-201. 
Shelters for the homeless, 301. 
Site value taxation. See Land taxa-

tion. . 
Slaughter-houses, public, :n8, 243, 

244· 
Small houses, reaction in favour of, 

16g-172, 
" Small " towns, 20, 30. 
Social welfare work, municipal, 279-

310. 
State influence in local government, 

7-12, 22, •24, 43-55, 5o-56, 452-
457· 

Statistical Offices, municipal, no. 
Status of towns, 29-31. 
Stein, Baron yon, 1, 2, IJ-%6, 29, 82, 

435. 436. • 
Stein's Municipal Ordinance, I, 15-

r· 26, 29, 44, 436. 
• Stores, local tax on, 408, 409. 

Streets, protection against disfigure
ment of, 153, 154· 

Stiibben, Dr. (quoted), 161, 170 
(note). 

Supervision of local authorities, 
state, 5o-56, 452-457, 465. 

Swabian League, 4· 
Swimming baths, public, 201, 202. 

Taxation, municipal, 37, 42, 43, 362-
434, 448-452 ; real 'estate taxes, 

• 42, 43· 148-150, 386-402, 426-428, 
437-475 ; income taxes, 376-385, 
419-434; trade taxes, 403-409; 
department stores taxes, 408, 409 ; 
amusement· taxes, 413-415 ; 
licensed premises, 412; indirect 
(consumption) taxes, 374, 409-

, 415 ; church taxes, 417, 418 ; 
poll taxes, 416; rent taxes, 369, 
415, 416; dog taxes, 416. 

Technical schools, 322-324. 
Theatre, municipal support of the, 

328-336, 491-495· 
Thirty Years' War, 5, 7~ 8. 
Three-class system of voting, 26, 64-

70.. t 

Tilsit, Peace of, 15,_ 16. 
Town councils, first institution, 4; 

constitution, 20, 24, 25, 58-Bo; 
powers and duties, 81-86 ; Labou1 
representation, 70, 76-80 ; com· 
position, 112. 

Town halls, no, 111. 
Town planning, 141-16o, 445-447 

476-483; legislation - Prussia, 
151, 152 ; Bavaria, 150, 476, 477 , 
Baden, 150, 478-480; Saxony 
150, 481-483; Hamburg, 477, 483, 
Frankfort-on-Main, 152, 153, 482 
Wiirtemberg, 483. 

Trade and handicraft guilds, influ· 
ence of, 5, 6, 20, 25. 

Trade and industry, furtherance of 
242, 24J. 

Towns, rise in _Middle Ages, 2-5 
decay in era of absolutism, 6-12 
influence of ·Thirty Years' War 
7, 8; federations and leagues 
4• S· 

Trade taxes, local, 403-409. 
Trading enterprises, municipal-th' 

old German tradition, 208-21o 
the modern revival, 21o-212 
concessions and royalties, 212, 213 
scope, 213-217; revenue anc 
profits, 217-224; gas supply, 224-
226 ; electric light and power 
worlro;, 226-%29; water supply, 
229-232; tramways and transport, 
232-240 ; docks and quays, 24o-
242 ; furtherance of trade and 
industry, 242, 243 ; public abat
toirs, market halls, and food 
supply, 243-247; municipal 
savings banks, 248-z5o; mort
gage and rent-charge banks, 25o-
252 ; insurance enterprises, 252, 
253 ; miscellaneous trading enter
prises, !153, 254; execution of 
public works, 'l&il versus contract, 
254-256; municipal workpeople, 
conditions of employment, 256-
259· 

Tramways and transport, 232-240. 
Treitschke (quoted), 14 (note). 
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Tuberculosis, measures aga.inst;. 197, 
296-299. • • 

Ulm, housing policy of, 175, 176; 
Unearned increment taxation, 43, 

364, 365, 394-399· 
Unemployment,_ measures" against, 

274, 275, 3°3-307• 

Vienna, Congress of, 23. 
Vogt, Professol' (quoted), 171. 

Water supply, 229-232. 
Wolff, Dr. H. (quoted), 166. 
Women in local government, 113, 

268, 269. 
Working classes, taxation of, 381-

384. . • 
Working·men on town councils, 70, 

76-80. 
Workpeople, . municipal, conditions 

of employment, 256--259. 
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